My War Memories, 1914-1918
Behind the front arose workshops for the repair of all kinds of war material. The numerous captured Russian machine-guns were altered to suit German ammunition in a specially erected factory.
Of course I did not deal with these matters in detail, and confined myself to stimulating and organizing activities.
I was particularly concerned about the shelter and feeding of the men and the horses.
The quarters were, in themselves, not so bad. The war had passed comparatively rapidly over the region which we finally occupied, and therefore had not been very destructive. Nor had the Russians burned down everything as they did further south in Poland. All the same there remained a great deal of work to be done in the construction of billets for the troops, especially close behind the line. The dug-outs, which took a long time to build, were made as habitable as possible by the troops. But only those who have been through it can know with how little officers and men had to be satisfied, and were satisfied.
Hutments for men and horses had to be built further behind the line. The troops became great experts at this work. Their artistic sense was displayed in decorative embellishments of birch-wood.
Generally speaking, the provisioning of the troops proceeded pretty regularly. Rations were sometimes short with some of the troops, especially potatoes. There was not enough fodder for the horses. There were no oats, and green fodder was too scarce to be supplied in sufficient quantities. Many horses died of exhaustion. In the end we had to add sawdust to their food.
It needed special care to prevent the supplies which had been brought up at such pains from going bad at the railway stations. Of course there were no sheds or tents there. I had to see to this also. Goodwill was universal, but the difficulties accumulated until they took the heart out of many. In dealing with the Christmas parcels there were similar difficulties to be' overcome.
The health of men and horses had my special attention, I went into both these subjects in detail with the officers responsible
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